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NASA is currently planning human spaceflight missions with longer durations than ever
before. Crewed missions mean environmental control and life support systems (ECLSS) must
be incorporated into mission designs to meet crew metabolic requirements. Today, ECLSS
technology is partly open-loop, still using some consumables and producing waste. This
approach can quickly become mass or volume prohibitive, as the system scales with mission
size. Closed-loop technologies, specifically photosynthetic algal photobioreactors, can offer
multiple functions such as air revitalization (CO2 absorption and O2 provision) and thermal
control with less launch mass and volume for long-duration flights. However, if the reliability
or robustness of the system is too low, the need for spares or increased crew time nullifies the
benefits of multifunctional technologies with potential to close the loop. Identifying the
potential failure modes of a photobioreactor system in reduced gravity environments is the
first step to assessing its overall reliability and robustness for a spacecraft and habitat.
Presented failure modes either depended upon the application or are associated with culturing
algae itself. Data from terrestrial algal pilot plants were used to identify potential difficulties
with large scale cultures. Previously flown experiments and systems with similar operation to
a photobioreactor were used to baseline the response in microgravity. The identified system
failure modes, their causes, and proposed mitigation strategies are presented. As a result of
this review, photobioreactor designs can continue to strive for greater reliability and
robustness by being cognizant of potential failure modes, with inclusion of mitigation methods
or failure tolerance.
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I. Introduction

he Journey to Mars initiative has recommitted NASA’s execution of long duration human space flight to putting
humans on the surface of Mars by 2030. Missions supporting the initiative will be further from Earth than ever
before, and will need to rely on Earth-independent technologies.1 NASA has put forth the Technology Roadmap,
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identifying areas requiring advancements in technology to support these missions. The most prevalent focuses are
atmospheric revitalization, and the reliability and robustness of spaceflight systems.
The current atmospheric revitalization approach in the International Space Station (ISS) uses individual systems
for carbon dioxide removal from the cabin air (CDRA), reduction of the carbon dioxide into methane and water
(Sabatier), and electrolysis of water into oxygen and hydrogen (OGA). While these systems have been addressing the
ISS’s air revitalization needs for at least seven years, NASA has deemed these systems unsuitable for a mission beyond
lower Earth orbit (LEO) due to shortcomings associated with the CDRA and Sabatier systems.2
The CDRA system uses zeolite pellets that produce dust during use. The dust gets transported, via the air stream,
through other components of the air revitalization system. Multiple bearing and pump failures are caused each year
due to dust propagation through a system that was implemented assuming the failure rate of the Skylab system, or
once every 4100 hours.3 Exceeding the designed failure rate requires additional spares to be sent up, and uses precious
crew time for repairs.
While the Sabatier system does not have drastic issues with meeting its designed failure rate, it does not have the
oxygen return rate that NASA requires for long duration spaceflight. The Sabatier system also consumes hydrogen to
produce water and methane. At this point, there is no current implementation plan for the methane, so it is vented to
space as a waste product. Currently, Sabatier’s oxygen recovery is limited by the supply of hydrogen from electrolysis.
The Technology Roadmap suggests, “Processes that take advantage of metabolic pathways available in organisms
like algae and bacteria may also provide benefits for carbon dioxide removal, oxygen production, and air
purification”.1 Indicating that NASA is open to the idea of using photosynthetic systems for atmospheric revitalization.
With the advancement in culturing technologies, algae have shown potential in returning more oxygen than the
Sabatier system. However, these potential alternative technologies will not be sufficient unless they both return more
oxygen and are more reliable than the current technologies.
In an effort to comprehend the possible obstacles of using alga-based technologies for environmental control and
life support systems, this analysis first identifies failure modes defined by ECLSS requirements. Causes of these failure
modes are then presented within two categories (those issues stemming from culturing algae, and those that are tied
to the application and system). Considerations for various gravity conditions and the space radiation environment will
be included in the photobioreactor application section.
This paper describes failures documented in the literature, with their realized causes of failure. These failures can
be associated with benchtop experiments or larger-scale terrestrial operations. The genus Chlorella was used as
referenced algal type for all of the failures. This is due to the extensive documentation, including numerous
experiments, available on the genus.
Current
countermeasures
or
contingency efforts for individual
failures
are
also
presented.
Incorporating countermeasures into
the designs can reduce or even
eliminate the risk of failure. We
conclude the paper by identifying
areas in need of further investigation,
and how research going forward can
advance the reliability and robustness
of photobioreactors for use in space
habitats.

II. Biological Systems for ECLSS
Use
Photosynthetic-based biological
systems can enable a multi-functional
approach to Environmental Control
and Life Support Systems (ECLSS).
An algal culture has the potential to
revitalize
air,
support
the
environmental
temperature
and
humidity control system, use waste
water to replenish the growth media,

Figure 1. Example to illustrate the integration of a photobioreactor
for spacecraft ECLS systems.
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produce food, and provide hydrogen-rich material for radiation shielding. Figure 1 demonstrates one way that a
photobioreactor could be integrated into the cabin to fulfill all previously mentioned functions. In this example, the
photobioreactor is mounted to the cabin wall. This allows the reactor to be constantly exposed to the cabin thermal
environment, and can act as a radiation protective layer for the crew. A membrane contactor is used to transfer CO2
from the cabin air to the algal culture by dissolving without bubble formation. A second contactor replenishes the
cabin air with excess oxygen from the algal stream. Excess biomass could be filtered out and used to supplement crew
nutrition, packaged for additional radiation shielding, or processed into a biofuel. Urine and other waste water can be
added to the photobioreactor as a nitrate and phosphorous source. Algae-treated water can then be transferred to the
WPA for final treatment before consumption. Since algae grow in water-based medium, similar to the water used in
the ISS cooling loops, it’s hypothesized that algal culture could be used as a heat transfer medium. Heat is transferred
to the medium both during the CO2 contactor phase (active transfer), and while the photobioreactor is thermally
exposed to the cabin environment (passive transfer). The heat is then transported to the ammonia cold plates and
vented off to space. This function would expose the culture to a transient thermal environment, with temperatures
possibly outside of the efficient growth zone.

III. Failure Modes of Photobioregenerative ECLS System
The functions addressed by a photobioregenerative system stem from human metabolic requirements. If the culture
is unable function within the required range, it can be deemed as a failure. The following section identifies human
metabolic thresholds, and the
failure modes associated with
these thresholds.
Figure 2 presents the
metabolic inputs and outputs for
a crewmember per day, while
Table 1 presents NASA’s
requirements for a cabin
environment, both using values
derived from the 2015 BVAD by
Anderson et al.4 This table also
identifies failures that can occur
when using a photobioreactor to
address these ECLSS functions,
with their respective effects.
Causes of these failure modes
are presented in the following
section. These data can be used
as a reference when determining
requirements
for
the
photobioreactor system.

Figure 2. Metabolic inputs and outputs for one 82kg male crewmember.

IV. Causes of Failure and Failure Effects Associated with Culture
The failure modes presented in Table 1 originate from algal culture physiology. Meaning the hardware may be
supporting the culture as designed, but due to culture response of some aspect of the environment, ECLSS
requirements are not met. Identifying causes associated with the culture ensures that future applications won’t be
designed such that the culture will fail. For an algal culture, it is deemed a failure when the culture is not performing
within its designed functionality range (e.g. not removing enough CO2 or providing enough O2) over the course of a
specified duration. Mitigation and contingency plans are presented for all identified failures.
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Table 1. ISS cabin environment thresholds, and the current ECLS systems controlling these environmental
characteristics. Proposed function of an algal culture to address an ECLSS task, and associated failure mode
and effects are presented for future reference.
Human
Cabin
Current
Algal Function
Failure Mode of
Metabolic
Environmental
ECLS
in
Failure Effects
Algal Culture
Function
Ranges
System
Photobioreactor
CO2
CDRA,
Algae is not able to
0-0.5% CO 2
concentration
CO2
removing
Consumption of
consume enough
Cabin
increases in cabin
Production
produced
provided CO2
CO2 to keep it below
Concentration
to unsafe levels
CO2
limits
for humans
Algae is not able to
15.71-24.27%
OGA,
Production of O2
O2 reduced to
O2
produce enough O2
O2 Cabin
producing
through
unsafe levels for
Consumption
to keep with human
Concentration
O2
photosynthesis
humans
demands
Medium is unable to
Temperatures
ATCS,
Algal water
remove heat, and
exceed
17.85-26.85°C
Heat
removing
medium used as
keep cabin within
acceptable
Cabin
Production
produced
heat transfer
required temperature
threshold for
Temperature
heat
medium
range
humans
Culture “cleans”
Algae is unable to
Humans do not
WPA,
Water
water by
consume wastes at a
receive enough
2.5 kg/CM-d
providing
Consumption
consuming
rate to provide
clean water per
clean water
pollutants
enough clean water
day
Culture
consumes
Algae is unable to
WPA,
Wastewater
Waste Water
nitrogen and
consume wastes at a
3.25 kg/CM-d
cleaning
builds up in
Production
phosphorous
rate to provide
waste water
storage tanks
components
enough clean water
found in waste
Produced
Biomass is not
Humans do not
Food
Transported
biomass is
produced at a rate
receive proper
Consumption
Food
consumed for
appropriate for
nutrition
nutrition
human consumption
Algal water
Humans are
Passive
Medium is unable to
Radiation
medium used as
exposed to unsafe
Material
provide enough
Shielding
radiation
levels of
Shielding
shielding
shielding
radiation
A. Photosynthesis Process
To understand failures associated with the photosynthetic process, a global equation (Equation 1) can first be
considered, although this simple equation neglects intermediate steps important to the process. As Cloot explained, a
high-level overview of photosynthesis can be described as a two-stage process.
The first stage, also called the “light reaction,” is characterized by a series of reactions requiring light, where the energy is
used for the reduction of nicotinamide adenine di-nucleotide phosphate (NADP) and for the photophosphorylation of
adenosine diphosphate (ADP) into a high-energy compound: adenosine triphosphate (ATP). The second stage, that does
not require light, combines the reducing power of NADP and the energy of ATP to promote the reduction of carbon dioxide
CO2 and produce carbohydrates as well as proteins and fats.5

Equations 2 and 3 are for the light independent and dependent cycles, respectively, that support the overall
photosynthetic process. Reagents in these included equations demonstrate additional nutrients that need to be
accounted for in the photosynthetic process. Neglecting supplementation of these nutrients over time to the culture
could result in a culture failure by not supplying those nutrients required to complete cell sustainment through
photosynthesis.6
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Global Equation:
6𝐶𝑂$ + 12𝐻$ 𝑂 + 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 → 𝐶0 𝐻1$ 𝑂0 + 6𝑂$ + 6𝐻$ 𝑂

(1)

Intermediate Two-stage Process:
3𝐶𝑂$ + 9𝐴𝑇𝑃 + 6𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃𝐻 + 6𝐻 : → 𝐶; 𝐻0 𝑂; 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 9𝐴𝐷𝑃 + 8𝑃? + 6𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃 : + 3𝐻$ 𝑂

(2)

2𝐻$ 𝑂 + 2𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃 : + 3𝐴𝐷𝑃 + 3𝑃? + 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 → 2𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃𝐻 + 2𝐻 : + 3𝐴𝑇𝑃 + 𝑂$

(3)

where ATP, NADPH, ADP, Pi, and NADP are all products as intermediate steps in the overall photosynthetic
process, and contain either nitrogen, phosphorous or both. Indicating that a source of nitrogen and phosphorous needs
to be available to algae to promote adequate growth. The glucose formed in the overall photosynthetic process can
then be made into other components of the cell including cellulose, lipids, or protein. Allowing this perfectly balanced
system to become unstable through excess or scarcity can lead to some of the most common culture failures.
1. Resource Limitations, including Illumination, Carbon Dioxide, and
Nutrients
Table 2. List of potential limiting
One of the most commonly encountered causes of failures are limited
inputs
referenced
from
inputs. Referencing the previously presented photosynthetic equations,
photosynthetic equations.
Table 2 presents those inputs utilized by the algal cells, and have the
Limiting
possibility of becoming limiting reagents. Identifying which input will be
Input
limiting is dependent on the instantaneous and sustained environmental
CO2
conditions up to that moment. The processes governing algae growth are
Photons
constantly responding to environmental changes, in an effort to establish
Nitrogen
a new balance. Typically, a reduction in growth rate or viable cell count
Phosphorous
will be the response, as the limited input can restrict cell metabolic
H2O
function. An increase in the limiting input can also be used to correct the
imbalance, but unless this increase creates a stable system, a different input then has the opportunity to become
limiting.
2. Illumination and CO2
The relationship between photosynthetic inputs, outputs, and light
supplementation was identified by Dr. Blackman in 1905. Dr. Blackman
concluded that the photosynthetic process had both light dependent and
independent reactions. He went on to develop the relationship between
increasing temperature or supplied CO2 content, and light provision to
photosynthetic rate.7 Figure 3 demonstrates the factors responsible for
limiting photosynthetic rate at various light intensities. Temperature and
CO2 content were also varied to understand the relationship between the
three inputs.6 Each scenario results in a “dark-limited phase” meaning
that the light independent reactions couldn’t occur quickly enough to
support the higher level of light dependent reactions. However, Figure
3 also shows how insufficient CO2 or lower temperatures can also effect
overall photosynthetic rate.
Figure 3. Photosynthetic rate as a
function of light intensity, with various
CO2 concentrations and temperatures.
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Light intensity becomes steadily important as the culture
density continues to increase through the growth period.
Typically, if dissolved CO2 is in abundance, and the medium
temperature is warm enough, illumination will become the
limiting input. The culture can become dense enough that the
cells begin to self-shade, so the penetration length of light does
not reach the inner cells of the culture.8 Reduction in
photosynthetic rate or viable cell count can occur, as the cells
become unable to sustain themselves. This commonly occurs
with batch culturing since the culture is allowed to grow to a
particular density, and then biomass is harvested. Figure 5
illustrates the growth cycle of a batch culture using constant
environmental conditions. The number of viable cells begins to
increase until the cells begin to self-shade, and the reduction in
functioning cells occurs. Continuous culturing of the cells would
sustain a steady viable cell density
by
continuously
replenishing
medium and removing excess
biomass.9 A continuous culturing
system would be reflected by an
extended stationary phase in Figure
5.
Activating the light dependent
reactions requires the provision of
photons to the system. Palsson
suggests approximately
…eight photons of light (quanta)
may be required for the
formation of one oxygen
molecule, and environmental
conditions such as temperature
have a strong influence on the
efficiency of photosynthesis.
The
minimum
photon
requirement for Chlorella cells
was estimated to be in the range
of 5-6 hv/O2.10

Figure 5. Viable cell count (growth cycle
designated into phases) for culture
produced in batch mode.

Figure 4. Microalgae (grown with 28% CO2) dry weight over time at
various light wavelengths (red, white, yellow, and blue), and intensities:
(a) 400, (b) 800, (c) 1200, (d) 1600, (e) 2000, (f) 2400 µ mol m-1s-2.

From this, a correlation between
an increase in produced oxygen to the increase in provided
photons can be established. Typically, intensity is first considered
when trying to increase the number of photons hitting culture
cells. Figure 4 demonstrates that there is a correlation between
light intensity and culture growth rate.11 While it is apparent that
light (photons) needs to be included in the algal culturing process;
the optimal intensity and spectrum are specific to each specie.
Figure 4 also reveals the dependence of the culture growth rate to
the wavelength of light. Figure 6 provides an explanation for this
dependence by presenting the photosynthetic action spectrum;
which are wavelengths in the visible spectrum that are able to
excite cell electrons into their next energy level, to progress the
photosynthetic process.12 The Chlorella absorption spectrum
overlaid on the photosynthetic action spectrum shows that while
one of its peak requirements lay in the red wavelengths, it also has
a large peak in the blue wavelength range. This indicates that
specific species of algae may have particular spectral preferences
that the light source must provide for optimal growth. Referring
back to Figure 6, it should be noted that the dry weight for the
6
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Figure 6. Absorbance spectrum of
Chlorella dispersion and the typical
photosynthetic action spectrum.

culture grown in red-spectrum lighting is consistently higher than the other wavelengths, confirming the positive
correlation between peak absorption and biomass production. Ensuring that the culture is receiving the proper
wavelengths for the specie and enough intensity to support the required culture density will keep the culture
functioning within the required ECLSS range, in terms of illumination. First understanding the illumination
requirements of the culture will help mitigate this failure, but the ability to increase illumination intensity should be
available as a contingency plan.
3. Nutrients
Needs of the culture differ depending if they are open-container (e.g. raceway ponds) or closed-container systems
(e.g. a recirculating flow within a tubular reactor). A prime example can be found by studying the nitrogen and
phosphorous supplies to open and closed systems. Nitrogen tends to be abundant in an open-air container due to an
essentially unlimited supply of N2 from the atmosphere, but is in the form of N2, which is not the preferred nitrogen
form for eukaryotes (Chlorella). Eukaryotes prefer to assimilate already fixed nitrogen (such as NO-3 and NH+4)
typically found in fertilizer runoff.13 Hao et al. found that the quantities of nitrogen and phosphorous tend to be limiting
in a closed-loop system.14 Morowitz has suggested that if the culture were cultivated in an enclosed, xenic system
without the addition of inorganic carbon or exchange with the atmosphere, algae growth parameters would eventually
reach chemical equilibrium.15 Major nutrients (e.g. nitrogen or phosphorus) could be supplied through human urine
as a contingency plan, or as a designed mitigation plan.
B. Cellular Stressors
Previously presented causes of failure were dependent upon the photosynthetic reaction, and its constituents. The
following causes of failure, while they are still focused on the physiology of the algal cell and culture, extend beyond
the photosynthetic reaction and include other aspects of cell functioning.
1. Waste Accumulation
Much like any living organism, if algae are in close
proximity to high concentrations of their waste (O2) for
extended periods of time, there is a reduction in culture
viability. While algal cells do require O2 for the respiration
process of reducing stored glucose for energy, the bulk of
this O2 is provided through photosynthesis. Figure 7 is
similar to Blackwell’s light intensity and photosynthetic
relationship figure, but includes numeric values for the
oxygen evolution rates, given a particular set of
environmental conditions.16 Respiration is prevalent at
zero light intensity, “as respiration is the only cellular
bioenergetic activity, consuming about 3 mmol O2 [mol
Chl]-1 s-1”.16 However, if the ppO2 is allowed to build up
during illumination, the specific growth rate of Chlorella,
and other algal species will begin to slow.17 As stated by
Raso and van Genugten,

Figure 7. Plotted is the rate of photosynthesis (O2
evolved per mol Chl per s) as a function of light
intensity for wild type algae. Photosynthesis
saturates at intensity IS (about 400 µ mol photons m2 -1
s ). For reference, full sunlight intensity = 2200–
2500 µmol photons m-2 s-1.

Oxygen inhibits growth, since it competes with the
carbon dioxide for the Rubisco enzyme involved in the
CO2 fixation to generate biomass…There are two
mechanisms largely responsible for the deleterious
effects on growth of the microalgae: the competitive
effect of O2 on Rubisco (photorespiration) and photo-inhibition which causes cell damage of photosystem II by the
generation of reactive oxygen species. Photorespiration only takes place during the dark reaction of photosynthesis and is
thus independent of the light conditions used, while the Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) are formed if the algae receive
excessive amounts of light in the light reaction of the photosynthesis.18

Indicating that exorbitant oxygen accumulation can be the byproduct of excessive illumination. Referring back to
Figure 4, the measured dry weight markedly drops off when the culture is illuminated with 2,400 µmol m-1s-2,
demonstrating that the culture could not support the initiated photosynthesis or coexist with the produced oxygen.
Actively removing oxygen can alleviate the stress on photorespiration, but shading or reduction in illumination
intensity is required to relieve photo-inhibition as indicated by the previous quote.
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2. Bacterial Interactions
Research has shown, and confirmed by stable ecological systems, that algae and bacteria can co-exist, and in some
cases algae can benefit from the association.19 A literature survey indicated that there is at least one predatory
bacterium that causes dead Chlorella cells to lyse but did not mention damage to live cells. An additional way bacteria
can impair algal growth is through respiration in a limited resource environment. Cole describes the change in the
culturing environment due to bacterial respiration
If the supply of organic matter is sufficient, aerobic respiration can use up the supply of dissolved oxygen. Although some
algal taxa are capable of photosynthesis (using only photosystem I) under anaerobic conditions, most taxa would be
inhibited by the lack of oxygen.20

This consideration is crucial for low-density cultures or cultures that would experience extended periods without
illumination, as the bacterial respiration in addition to the algal respiration could choke out the culture. Proper cleaning
procedures that help to establish an axenic culture can assist in establishing a stable, dense enough culture before
inoculating with supportive bacteria. Depending on the extent of the bacterial contamination, the entire culture (algal
and bacterial) may need to be euthanized, and the algal culture re-started. This is indicated by the decrease in
photosynthetic rate, and coloration of the algal culture.
3. Copper Contamination
Algal cultures require heavy metals, including zinc and copper, as micronutrients for metabolic and developmental
pathways.21 Yet, exposure to high levels of these heavy metals are toxic to cultures. As explained by Mallick,
Toxicity mechanisms include the blocking of functional groups of important molecules, e.g. enzymes, polynucleotides,
transport systems for essential nutrients and ions, displacement and/or substitution of essential ions from cellular sites,
denaturation and inactivation of enzymes, and disruption of cell and organellar membrane integrity. In addition, metals are
also pointed to exert toxic effects through free radical formation…22

It is hypothesized that the oxygen-derived free
radicals can be in the form of ROS, including O-2,
H2O2, and –OH. Since these compounds can attack
cell constituents like amino acids, proteins,
carbohydrates, nucleic acids, and lipids; it will reduce
the overall functionality and efficiency of the cell.22
Preliminary experiments conducted in the 1960’s
characterized the detriment to photosynthetic and
respiration rates. Figure 8 displays the reduction in
both photosynthesis and respiration rates as a function
of dissolved copper concentration.23 The figure also
corroborates that some amount of copper is required
for proper algal growth, as the respiration rate is
higher than 100% in media with concentrations
copper <15 µg/mg biomass.
When constructing photobioreactors, avoiding
materials such as copper or alloys that could contain
copper, like brass or bronze, will reduce the
possibility of copper dissolving into the culture.
Instead the use of stainless steel, plastics, or glass is
encouraged since these materials do not prompt
detrimental culture effects.

Figure 8. Respiration and photosynthesis of cells
treated with copper under aerobic and anaerobic
conditions. Ordinate: Rates of respiration and
photosynthesis as percentage of control. Abscissa:
Amount of copper applied in µg/mg DW cells. Open
circles = Respiration, Closed circles = Photosynthesis;
Full lines = Aerobic conditions; Dotted lines =
Anaerobic conditions.
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Table 3. Failure modes of the algal culture with their associated causes, likelihood and severity ratings are
included. Proposed mitigation or contingency plan is included but is understood that advancements in culturing
technology can modify plans.
Failure Mode of
Algal Culture

Cause of Failure Mode
of Algal Culture

Likelihood/Severity

Algae is not able
to consume
enough CO2 to
keep it below
limits

-Illumination is not
intense enough
-Temperature isn’t
optimal
-Copper contamination

Likelihood – Low
Severity – High

Algae is not able
to produce
enough O2 to
keep with human
demands

-Illumination is not
intense enough
-Not enough CO 2 is
being consumed
-Temperature isn’t
optimal
-Copper contamination
-Bacterial contamination
is consuming excess O2

Likelihood – High
Severity – High

Algae is unable
to consume
wastes at a rate
to provide
enough clean
water

-Micronutrients are
needed for reduction
-Concentration of wastes
are too high for culture
density
-Bacterial contamination
from waste is affecting
efficiency

Likelihood – High
Severity – High

Biomass is not
produced at a
rate appropriate
for human
consumption

-Not enough
illumination, CO2, or
nutrients are being
provided

Likelihood – Low
Severity – Low

Overall cell
viability

-Not enough
illumination, CO2, or
nutrients are being
provided
-Copper contamination
-Excess illumination or
O2 in medium
-Medium bacterial
contamination

Likelihood – Low
Severity – High

Mitigation or Contingency Plan
-Functional requirements for the culture
need to be defined, and supporting growth
environment ranges determined
-Ensure no copper or copper-alloy
components are incorporated in system
design
-Determine lacking inputs, increase
accordingly
-Functional requirements for the culture
need to be defined, and supporting growth
environment ranges determined
-Ensure no copper or copper-alloy
components are incorporated in system
design
-Culture should be sterilized before use to
reduce bacterial oxygen consumption
-Determine lacking inputs, increase
accordingly
-Provide micronutrients to support waste
removal or dilute solution
-Sterilize waste before introducing into
culture
-Functional requirements for the culture
need to be defined, and supporting growth
environment ranges determined
-Determine lacking inputs, increase
accordingly
-Functional requirements for the culture
need to be defined, and supporting growth
environment ranges determined
-Ensure no copper or copper-alloy
components are incorporated in system
design
-Determine lacking inputs, increase
accordingly
-Shade culture or reduce illumination
intensity

C. Causes of Failure Stemming from Culture
Failure modes affecting culture function were presented earlier in the section, followed by the causes directly
stemming from algal physiology and cellular stressors. Table 3 presents a condensed version of the failure modes and
causes identified in the previous section. The likelihood and severity of these causes were assessed qualitatively due
to the nature of biological systems. Literature review results indicated that few experiments have been conducted to
9
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determine mean time between failures for
biological systems, and specifically for causes
of failure disclosed here. Both the likelihood and
severity classification and rationale can be
found in Table 4. Likelihood was determined by
a combination of the author’s experience
through culturing experiments, frequency of the
failure being reported in literature, and
recurrence of the environment that typically
prompts these failures. Severity was established
by examining the contingency plans for the
particular failure, and estimating the time and
resources required to correct the issue. Time and
resource estimations were based off of
previously sources literature used to develop
contingency plans.

Table 4. Classification of likelihood and severity
Risk
Assessment

Qualitative
Value

Rationale

Low

-Haven’t experienced in
personal experiments
-No multiple occurrences
reported in literature
-Stimulating environment
rarely occurs

Likelihood

High

V. Causes of Failure Associated with
Application and System Hardware
The previous section focused on causes of
failure associated with the culture itself, these
could happen regardless of the application. This
section will focus on failure causes at the system
level. This includes causes that are dependent on
utilization of the culture, and those stemming
from the hardware used to execute the
application.

Low

Severity
High

-Experienced in personal
experiments
-Multiple occurrences reported
in literature
-Stimulating environment
occurs repeatedly
-System or culture can recover
within a day of correction
-Corrective action takes a day
-Minimal culture reestablishment required
-System or culture requires
days of re-establishing
-Corrective action takes
multiple days
-Extensive/whole culture
volume re-establishment
required

A. Application
These are the causes of failure that could
arise if an algal culture were used to address a specific ECLSS functionality (e.g. air revitalization). Cultures with
multiple functionalities (e.g. air revitalization and thermal control) will not be studied here, but it could be assumed
that the causes would be additive. It was assumed for all studied cases that the environment is a spacecraft environment
with a crew of 4-6 people. Table 5 presents the major failure modes associated with the system application, and the
effects of these failures on the utilization of the algae. It should be noted that failures of the application can also include
failure modes and causes presented in the algal physiology section, but the focus in this section is on the interaction
of the culture with the spacecraft environment.
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Table 5. ECLSS functions potentially addressed by an algal
photobioreactor, with the associated failure mode of that
function. Failure effects are included for future reference.
Failure Mode of
Algal
Algal
Photobioreactor
Failure Effects
Photobioreactor
Function
Application
Algae culture is
Membrane is not
unable to get
Air
transferring gas
enough CO2 for
Revitalization
within the required
utilization or
rate range
removed produced
O2
Algae culture
operates outside of
Membrane or
designed
medium are not
temperature
Heat Transfer
transferring heat at
boundaries.
the required rate
Temperatures
range
exceed acceptable
thresholds.
Algae is not
Algal culture
Biomass
receiving enough
unable to function
Production
illumination
as efficiently
Humans do not
Humans are not
meet designed
Biomass for
consuming
nutritional
Human
biomass at the
requirements.
Consumption
required rate
Buildup of
biomass
System can
The percentage of
potentially
viable cells goes
Cell Viability
become unstable if
below the lower
death rate exceeds
threshold
growth rate

1.

Microgravity Environment
One of the most prevalent concerns with
utilizing algae in a spacecraft is how the culture
will react to microgravity conditions.
Culturing algae onboard spacecraft poses
several challenges: buoyancy-driven forces
will be absent in micro-gravity, and surface
tension and diffusion forces become dominant
mechanisms for transport. Preliminary groundbased studies used rotating wall vessels and
clinostats to understand simulated gravity
effects on culture characteristics. These studies
showed a significant reduction in growth rate,
but no reduction in photosynthetic activity per
cell.24 This indicates the possible need for
including more culture volume for
microgravity operation. The ground-based
studies also resulted in an increase of ROS,
signaling extracellular stress, but the amount of
ROS was not enough to cause oxidative
damage to the cells.25 Clumping and
aggregation of cells was the last major result of
these ground studies.24 If cell aggregation is
not controlled by vigorous mixing or culturing
in continuous mode, it could cause biofilm
buildup. Progression of the cell buildup could
reduce pump or filter efficiency by fouling.26
Limited studies have been conducted of
culturing algae in microgravity. The results of
these studies are not statistically conclusive of
the effect of microgravity on the culture, but
have been able to replicate a reduction in
growth rate, similar to the clinostat groundstudies.27

2. Transient Cabin Gas Composition
One of the most attractive characteristics of algae is the ability to reduce CO2 to O2 through photosynthesis.
Referencing the photosynthetic equation (Eq 1) presented in the previous section, six CO2 molecules are required for
six O2. As presented in Figure 2, a human respires approximately 1.04 kg CM-1day-1 CO2 and consumes 0.816 kg CM1
day-1 of O2.4 When the units are converted, and assumed 100% conversion efficiency, the respired CO2 will only
produce 0.76 kg of O2. This signals that if algae are the sole oxygen source for human spaceflight, additional CO2 will
need to be provided. However, this is not a desired solution due to cabin environmental requirements. The electrolysis
of water into hydrogen and oxygen is suggested as a resolution for closing the oxygen budget.
Typical cabin gas streams can contain trace elements (e.g. benzene, carbon monoxide, etc.) and could be introduced
into the algal stream through gas transfer.4 Algal reactions to these chemicals are relatively unknown. Experimentation
would be required to determine if the trace element concentrations found in the cabin environment could be detrimental
to the culture function. Alternatively, filtration of the gas stream could be conducted to reduce the elements.
Terrestrially, CO2 is introduced to the algal culture typically by gas sparging (bubbling gas through culture). If
planned use of the photobioreactor included spaceflight, gas sparging would not be a viable option for gas transfer.
Bubble formation in microgravity is chaotic and hard to control or predict, making sparging undesirable as a gas
transfer option in space. Gas-permeable membranes can provide gas transfer without bubble formation, relying on
stream concentration and Henry’s law to transfer gases. Preliminary terrestrial studies of gas transfer membranes in
photobioreactors have shown the capability to successfully culture algae.28
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3. Transient Thermal Environment
The algal culture and medium have potential for use in multiple functions, possibly simultaneously. For example,
1) the algae can revitalize the atmosphere (consume CO2 while producing O2), 2) harvested biomass can be used as a
food or nutrient source, and 3) the medium could be used as a heat transfer fluid within the cabin. Focusing on the
heat transfer application, the medium could experience
temperature fluctuations similar to the ISS cooing loop, varying
between +4°C and+30°C over a span of tens of minutes to a
few hours.29 Figure 9 illustrates a culture medium temperature
response in relation to its position in a cabin cooling loop.
Effects of these transient thermal environments on algal
metabolic functioning is relatively unknown. Open raceway
ponds used for biodiesel can increase 14°C over the course of
an afternoon due to solar irradiance without culture detriment,
but this is within the upper range of the algal temperature
Figure 9. Graphical representation (left) of
spectrum (20°C-34°C).30 Experiments using various stagnant
the cycle of temperatures experienced by the
temperatures ranging from 5°C-50°C have shown that lower
algal cell if cultured in a medium used for
temperatures results in lower growth rate and photosynthetic
cabin heat transfer (right).
31
rate.
If the thermally cycled results reflect the stagnate temperature conclusions, then technology designs would have
to take this into consideration. In an effort to avoid system failure, algal cultures could be cultured to its mature density
before beginning the cycling, or additional volumes of algae could be included in an effort to offset the sluggish
growth rates. Issues with heat transfer are minimal since the majority (~85%) of the algal cell composition is water.32
This allows for the assumption that an increase in culture density will have a minimal effect on the heat transfer
properties of the medium.
4. Urine and Wastewater Exposure
Terrestrially, algae are being used to reduce dissolved nitrogen and phosphorous in wastewater while using the
rapidly produced biomass for biodiesel.33 It might be feasible to use a similar approach in spacecraft. Algae require
nitrogen and phosphorous for normal metabolic functioning, which can be found in human grey water and wastewater.
Removing harmful non-organics from the water using algae can be a first step in the water treatment process.
Terrestrial experiments have used various dilutions of pasteurized urine (water-to-urine ratios from 200:1 to 2:1) to
study its effect on algal metabolic function.33,34 Results from these experiments suggest that additional trace nutrients,
mostly magnesium, are required to reduce nitrogen and phosphorous with the highest efficiency, for urine
concentrations greater than 100:1.34,35 However, increasing urine concentration reduced growth rate. The presence of
ammonia in the medium was reported to not have a substantial effect on the viability of the algae, but it did
significantly reduce the growth rate when ammonia concentrations were above 750 mg l-1.35,36 During this growth rate
reduction, it is possible that other inputs have become limiting (e.g. CO2 or light). This could be an issue for functions
relying on growth of the culture, such as food production using biomass.
Currently on the ISS, hazardous chemicals (sulfuric acid and chromium trioxide) are used as a pre-treatment before
the filter process to control microbial growth. Unfortunately, using this tactic before introducing the stream to the
photobioreactor would also kill the algal culture. Instead, it is suggested that a form of pasteurization be performed to
heat the waste stream above the viability point of the microbes, and cooled before introducing to the algal stream.
Depending on the dilution ratio of urine, additional trace elements may be required if using algae to reduce
wastewater’s excess nitrogen and phosphorous, otherwise the growth rate might lag beyond the acceptable threshold,
causing failure. The main causes of a culture failure would be due to a lack of needed nutrients or a system failure
from lagging reductions due to slow growth rates.
5. Algal Palatability
Currently, algae (specifically Spirulina) is readily consumed as a health food to provide antioxidants and protein.37
NASA and Roscosmos both have looked into using algae for long duration spaceflight nutrition. Consuming the
biomass would complete the carbon cycle in the spacecraft, if algae were also used for air revitalization. Researchers
found that test subjects tired of direct, long-term consumption of algae, and over time became less willing to eat the
algae.38 Also, only specific species of algae should be considered for human consumption. Chlorella cells contain a
thick cellulose wall that can be difficult to digest in large quantities; causing diarrhea and dyspepsia. Post processing,
such as grinding, to break down the wall can mitigate these symptoms.39 Certain species of cyanobacterium, not
including Spirulina, have the potential to produce mycotoxins, causing diarrhea, vomiting, or death if consumed.40
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Failures associated with algal food production would largely be due to acceptability issues with human consumers.
Selecting species appropriate for human digestion, and manipulating the biomass to be amicable to the palate would
circumvent these issues, as long as the culture was stable.
6. Radiation Environment
Use of algal culture for spacecraft radiation shielding would provide an additional function by the system.
However, it would result in a reduction in cellular growth rate or viability. This is due to the amount of cellular damage
that can occur during a radiation episode, and the excessive amount of culture medium that would be needed to
completely line the spacecraft to its required thickness.41 Research has mainly focused on algal response to alpha and
gamma radiation provided by nuclear plant meltdowns (such as Chernobyl), but these reactions could be similar to a
major radiation event. Studies have
shown that Chlorella is able to
withstand acute dosages, about 23kr,
of gamma rays without significant
detriment to viability. However,
Chlorella was unable to withstand
chronic dosages of gamma rays,
approximately
5kr/day,
without
reduction in growth and survival
rate.42
In an effort to retain culture
viability to avoid culture crashes, and
ultimately system failure, radiation
shielding should be provided for the
culture or denser cultures should be
used to offset cell death.
Figure 10. Dependencies between the photosynthetic activity of
7. Cellular Resiliency
C.vulgaris and the tip speed during aeration of CO2-enriched air of
In the microgravity environment,
0.038 and 4% CO2 (v/v) in the culture medium. PA is given as
it is important to stir the culture
arithmetic mean and standard deviation from continuous
medium ensuring waste products are
measurements during a period of 304 minutes of constant tip speed
removed from the cell’s immediate
(n=2-). TS was increased step-wise after each measuring period. PA
surroundings and nutrients are
of 100% corresponds to the unstirred culture at 0.038% CO2
43
provided to the cells. Typically,
pumps will provide these mixing actions; Figure 10 shows the benefit of increased photosynthetic activity from using
a rotary pump to actively mix the culture. However, when the mixing speed is too fast, too much shear force is applied
to the cells and the photosynthetic activity declines.44 Different types of pumps use different mixing mechanisms,
some of which can be damaging to
algal cells. Figure 11 compares cell
vitality to pump cycles through
various types of pumps. Those pumps
relying on blades or spinning
propellers to move medium resulted
in lower cell viability over time due to
the amount of shear stresses found at
the blade tips. Pumps relying on
positive displacement, like the
diaphragm pump or the peristaltic
pump had higher cell viabilities due to
the lower stresses imparted on the
cells.45
If pumps are necessary to the
system design and application,
Figure 11. Remaining vitality of sample cultures (10ml) with each
considerations should be made for the
pump running at 45 ml/min.
longevity of the culture. Either the
13
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pump should be selected to reduce stress on the cells, or the speed should be low enough to preserve cell viability
without sacrificing mixing.
8. Scaling Issues for Long Duration Spaceflight
While no extensive algal systems have been launched yet, interest in biodiesel has generated the need for largescale terrestrial operation to provide biomass for the oil demand. Lessons learned from designing and operating large
ponds, and other culturing methods, can be applied to spacecraft or surface habitat designs.
The most commonly cited issue with scaling up operations comes from lack of resources. Requirements of the
culture and the resources available need to be understood to ensure that a balanced system can be maintained;
otherwise a reduction in system efficiency or culture crash can occur. Light was identified as a common limiting
factor. As cultures became dense enough to be self-shading, vigorous mixing with increased illumination was needed
to promote continued growth.14
Biofilms can build up within enclosed systems, such as tubular or flat-plate bioreactors, and reduce illumination.
Accumulation can also occur within pumps and filters, so intermittent cleaning might be required to keep the system
running at peak efficiency. Large-scale operations use back-flow methods or scrubbers floating in the line to keep the
film down and then shut down once a year to conduct a thorough site-wide cleaning. Typically, designs of culturing
farms do not include sharp corners or tight bends, since these can provide flow stagnation points and accumulate
biofilm.46 Enough pumps should be included in any design to keep the culture moving and mixing.
Successful axenic culturing was also sighted as a difficulty with large-scale units. If a system is not axenic, there
is the possibility of the invading microorganism overrunning the system, possibly changing its functionality. This
problem would perhaps be more prevalent in terrestrial culturing than in spaceflight due to the source of aeration.
Typically, terrestrial aeration systems pump air directly from the surrounding environment, allowing airborne
microorganisms to join the culture. Spacecraft
environments have much more stringent air
quality requirements and use multilayer filters to
clean the air. Nonetheless, components should be
cleaned before utilization in the spacecraft.
Finally, integration of the photobioreactor
system into the spacecraft needs to be considered.
Bearing in mind both the requirements of the
mission and the requirements of the algal culture,
will indicate acceptable modes of integration.
Proposed designs have banks of photobioreactor
bags or tubes lining the inside of the spacecraft, as
seen in Figure 12. Designers have indicated the
Figure 12. Proposed integration of photobioreactors into
spreading the volume across the surface area of the
a spacecraft cabin line the walls with light banks and then
cabin will accommodate the, usually high,
cover them with culture-containing bags or tubes.
volumes of algae, while spreading the culture thin
enough to allow for proper illumination.
B. Hardware
While the culture is part of the system executing the functions, if the culture is not fully supported by its hardware,
then inevitably the culture and system will fail. The support hardware should be capable of working in various gravity
conditions, as the system may be used for microgravity but also in a surface habitat. Mechanical equipment needs to
be sized and designed to fulfil the mission timeline but also handle biofilm or other biological buildup. Finally, the
spacecraft will be exposed to the space radiation environment. Culturing materials and hardware need to withstand
solar particle events and galactic cosmic rays or be easily replaceable in case of damage during an event.
C. Causes of Failure Stemming from Application and Hardware
The approach to Table 6 is identical to that of Table 3. Failure modes, failure causes likelihood and severity, and
mitigation and contingency plans are all presented. A notable difference between Table 6 and Table 3 can be found in
the likelihood and severity section. There are instances where the likelihood of a failure cause is relatively unknown
(indicated with a question mark), and this is due to the proposed utilization of the culture. Extensive experimentation
of algal cultures in spaceflight have not been conducted. Literature searches also provided little insight for estimation
of mean time between failures or occurrence rate of environmental changes. Future work should include spaceflight
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experiments subjecting the cultures to the microgravity environment, but also characterizing the culture’s ability to
perform ECLSS tasks while in the spaceflight environment.
Table 6. Failure modes of the algal photobioreactor with their associated causes, likelihood and severity ratings
are included, where available. Proposed mitigation or contingency plan is included but is understood that
advancements in culturing technology can modify plans.
Failure Mode of Cause of Failure Mode
Algal
of Algal
Likelihood/Severity
Mitigation or Contingency Plan
Photobioreactor
Photobioreactor
Application
Application
Membrane is not
-Buildup of biomass on
-Develop cleaning schedule to remove
transferring gas
membrane surface
biomass buildup
Likelihood –?
within the
-Fluid/gas movement
-Incorporate “emergency” in-vitro cleaning
Severity – Low
required rate
through membrane is
techniques (quick burst of high velocity
range
impeded
medium)
Membrane or
medium are not
-Develop cleaning schedule to remove
-Buildup of biomass on
Likelihood –?
transferring heat
biomass buildup
membrane
Severity – Low
at the required
-Replacement schedules for pumps
-Pump failure
rate range
-Develop cleaning schedule to remove
-Buildup of biomass on
biomass buildup
Algae is not
light transfer surfaces
Likelihood – High
-Replacement schedules for pumps
receiving enough
-Aging bulbs
Severity – Low
-Determine “warning” signals (decreased
illumination
-Pump failure
O2 production, visible biomass buildup, etc)
to indicate cleaning need
Humans are not
consuming
-Human’s willingness to
Likelihood – Low
-Vary preparation techniques
biomass at the
consume algae
Severity – Low
-Dry algae for later consumption
required rate
-Pumping damages cells
-Determine “warning” signals (decreased
The percentage
-Utilization pushes
O2 production, decreased viability ratio over
of viable cells
growth environment out
Likelihood –?
time, etc) to indicate action should be taken
goes below the
of optimal ranges
Severity – High
-Include redundant systems (algae or
lower threshold
-Exposure to radiation
otherwise) if a “regrowth” period is needed
environment

VI. Conclusion
In an effort to design and produce more robust and reliable algal-based ECLS systems going forward, the possible
failure mode for such a system had to be established, with their corresponding failure causes and effects. This paper
split algal-based ECLS system failures into two categories, those associated with culturing algae and those with the
application. Fortunately, failure conditions of algal cultures are relatively well established, including proven mitigation
methods, through decades of phycology research. While the failures associated with application are relatively untested in the flight environment, terrestrial experiments have established hypotheses about flight effects to algal
cultures. In terrestrial settings, it has been shown that algal cultures can address the functions of an ECLS system, but
this needs to be tested in the operational environment (e.g. spaceflight and surface habitats) as well. Difficulties with
expanding to large-scale culturing were baselined, based off of data provided by biodiesel farms. Designing a system
tolerant of failure could require system redundancy, whether in volume of culture or in separate emergency systems
built to last the re-growth period of algae. Biological systems are adaptable to their environment, but unfortunately
this might leave the system operating outside of its required threshold. System response needs to be characterized for
the expected operational environments, and additional resource (e.g. CO2 and micronutrients) requirements will flow
from its result. The modes, causes, and effects presented here are conclusive with current phycology and space system
knowledge. As large-scale culturing systems are included in spaceflight missions, it is encouraged that this list be
updated.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Algal culture-based failures. Establishment is based on research’s understanding of the failure
Failure
Cause of Failure
ECLSS
Mode of
Likelihood/
Mitigation or Contingency
Establishment
Mode of Algal
Function
Algal
Severity
Plan
of Failure
Culture
Culture
-Functional requirements for
the culture need to be defined,
Algae is not -Illumination is not
and supporting growth
able to
intense enough
Likelihood –
environment ranges determined
Air
consume
-Temperature isn’t
Low
-Ensure no copper or copperHigh
Revitalization enough CO2
optimal
Severity –
alloy components are
to keep it
-Copper
High
incorporated in system design
below limits
contamination
-Determine lacking inputs,
increase accordingly
-Illumination is not
-Functional requirements for
intense enough
the culture need to be defined,
-Not enough CO2 is
and supporting growth
Algae is not
being consumed
environment ranges determined
able to
-Temperature isn’t Likelihood –
-Ensure no copper or copperproduce
Air
optimal
High
alloy components are
enough O2
High
Revitalization
-Copper
Severity –
incorporated in system design
to keep with
contamination
High
-Culture should be sterilized
human
-Bacterial
before use to reduce bacterial
demands
contamination is
oxygen consumption
consuming excess
-Determine lacking inputs,
O2
increase accordingly
-Micronutrients are
Algae is
needed for
unable to
reduction
-Provide micronutrients to
consume
-Concentration of
Likelihood –
support waste removal or dilute
wastes at a
wastes are too high
High
Waste Water
solution
Medium
rate to
for culture density
Severity –
-Sterilize waste before
provide
-Bacterial
High
introducing into culture
enough
contamination from
clean water
waste is affecting
efficiency
Biomass is
-Functional requirements for
not
-Not enough
Likelihood –
the culture need to be defined,
produced at
Food
illumination, CO2,
Low
and supporting growth
a rate
High
Production
or nutrients are
Severity –
environment ranges determined
appropriate
being provided
Low
-Determine lacking inputs,
for human
increase accordingly
consumption
-Not enough
-Functional requirements for
illumination, CO2,
the culture need to be defined,
or nutrients are
and supporting growth
being provided
environment ranges determined
Likelihood –
-Copper
-Ensure no copper or copperAll ECLSS
Overall cell
Low
contamination
alloy components are
Medium
Functions
viability
Severity –
-Excess
incorporated in system design
High
illumination or O2
-Determine lacking inputs,
in medium
increase accordingly
-Medium bacterial
-Shade culture or reduce
contamination
illumination intensity
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Appendix B: Photobioreactor-based failures. Establishment is based on research’s understanding of the
failure
Cause of
Failure Mode of
Failure Mode of
ECLSS
Algal
Likelihood
Mitigation or
Establishment
Algal
Function
Photobioreactor
/Severity
Contingency Plan
of Failure
Photobioreactor
Application
Application
-Buildup of
-Develop cleaning
biomass on
schedule to remove
Membrane is not
membrane
Likelihood –
biomass buildup
transferring gas
surface
Air
?
-Incorporate
within the
-Fluid/gas
Low
Revitalization
Severity –
“emergency” in-vitro
required rate
movement
Low
cleaning techniques
range
through
(quick burst of high
membrane is
velocity medium)
impeded
Membrane or
-Develop cleaning
Likelihood –
medium are not
-Buildup of
schedule to remove
Heat
?
transferring heat
biomass on
biomass buildup
Low
Transfer
Severity –
at the required
membrane
-Replacement schedules
Low
rate range
-Pump failure
for pumps
-Develop cleaning
schedule to remove
biomass buildup
-Buildup of
Likelihood –
-Replacement schedules
Algae is not
biomass on light
Biomass
High
for pumps
receiving enough transfer surfaces
Medium
Production
Severity –
-Determine “warning”
illumination
-Aging bulbs
Low
signals (decreased O2
-Pump failure
production, visible
biomass buildup, etc) to
indicate cleaning need
Humans are not
Likelihood –
-Vary preparation
Biomass for
-Human’s
consuming
Low
techniques
Human
willingness to
Medium
biomass at the
Severity –
-Dry algae for later
Consumption
consume algae
required rate
Low
consumption
-Determine “warning”
-Pumping
signals (decreased O2
damages cells
production, decreased
-Utilization
viability ratio over time,
The percentage
pushes growth
Likelihood –
etc) to indicate action
All ECLSS
of viable cells
environment out
?
should be taken
Low
Functions
goes below the
of optimal
Severity –
-Include redundant
lower threshold
ranges
High
systems (algae or
-Exposure to
otherwise) if a
radiation
“regrowth” period is
environment
needed
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